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ABSTRACT

Most modern electromagnetic devices consist of dielectric and magnetic particulate composites. Predicting the effective electric permittivity and effective magnetic permeability of the envisioned composite is of great importance in validating the design for such applications. In this work, we propose a numerical method based on Yee’s scheme and statistically generated representative volume element to estimate these effective electromagnetic properties for linear isotropic composites made with ellipsoidal particles. By considering particle geometry and composite microstructure precisely, it provides a more accurate tool for their design than available analytical bounds. Several numerical examples of composite microstructures are presented to demonstrate the capability of the proposed method. Comparison with analytical bounds and experimental results from literature is conducted to show validity.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Dielectric and magnetic particulate composites have become the primary choice for manufacturing electromagnetic devices [1,2] due to the potential they offer in tailoring a material with desired properties [3,4]. Dielectric insulators for capacitors [5,6] and magnetic cores for inductors [7] are two examples where interest in such composites has recently risen, driven by the requirement for higher performance to achieve further miniaturization. Particles with characteristic length ranging from nm to μm are generally sought for preparing a composite material in the μm to mμ range.

Average properties obtained by homogenization, called effective properties [8], have been introduced for better characterization of the macroscopic response of such composites. For the electromagnetic (EM) applications mentioned previously, estimating the effective electric permittivity \( \epsilon^* \) (in F/m) and the effective magnetic permeability \( \mu^* \) (in H/m), is of prime importance to predict the behavior of the composite and assess the success of its design for a desired application. For a linear isotropic composite, these effective properties are defined as follows [9]

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{D}_\Omega &= \epsilon^* \mathbf{E}_\Omega \\
\mathbf{B}_\Omega &= \mu^* \mathbf{H}_\Omega
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Omega \) refers to the volume of the composite material, \( \mathbf{D}_\Omega \) represents the average electric flux density over \( \Omega \) (in C/m\(^2\)), \( \mathbf{E}_\Omega \) is the average electric field intensity over \( \Omega \) (in V/m), \( \mathbf{B}_\Omega \) gives the average magnetic flux density over \( \Omega \) (in T), and \( \mathbf{H}_\Omega \) refers to the average magnetic field intensity over \( \Omega \) (in A/m). The averaging operator \( \langle \rangle_\Omega \) applies to each component of a vector field, and is defined for the \( \epsilon^* \) component of any vector \( \mathbf{G} \) as \( \langle \mathbf{G} \rangle_\Omega = \frac{1}{|\Omega|} \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{G} \, d\Omega \). Taking the dot product of the left and right hand sides in Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to the explicit formulation

\[
\epsilon^* = \frac{\langle \mathbf{D}_\Omega \cdot \mathbf{D}_\Omega \rangle_\Omega}{\langle \mathbf{E}_\Omega \cdot \mathbf{E}_\Omega \rangle_\Omega}
\]

(3)

\[
\mu^* = \frac{\langle \mathbf{B}_\Omega \cdot \mathbf{B}_\Omega \rangle_\Omega}{\langle \mathbf{H}_\Omega \cdot \mathbf{H}_\Omega \rangle_\Omega}
\]

(4)

Relative effective properties \( \epsilon^* \) and \( \mu^* \) are commonly used, where \( \epsilon_\Omega \) and \( \mu_\Omega \) are the permittivity and the permeability constants of free space, respectively. Direct evaluations of \( \epsilon^* \) and \( \mu^* \) using formulations 3 and 4 are not possible due to the complexities involved in evaluating the average EM fields over a composite. Several analytical formulas have been derived in the past, that provide upper and lower bounds to these effective properties values given the EM properties and volume fractions of the constituents in the composite. We can cite the widely used Wiener bounds [10] and Hashin–Shtrikman bounds [11] — the lower Hashin bound is popularly known as the Maxwell–Garnett approximation [12]. They are commonly used for first hand estimation during design, before
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conducting experimental validation. The accuracy of these bounds is however limited because they provide a range that increases significantly as the differences in the value of the properties between the constituents increase. Numerical methods were initially developed to estimate effective mechanical properties [13,14]. Extensions for effective EM properties were introduced in [9] for spherical particle-reinforced composites.

In the present study, we develop a numerical framework to estimate the effective EM properties $\varepsilon^*$ and $\mu^*$ for any given linear isotropic particulate composite. Following [9,14], it consists of building a numerical sample of the composite material of interest, and applying EM field at its interface. Then, Maxwell's equations [15] are solved numerically over the sample to obtain its EM response and subsequently compute the effective EM properties. The novelty resides in the use of Yee's scheme [16], a Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) scheme specifically designed for Maxwell's equations. Moreover, this method is designed to handle composites with multiple phases consisting of a matrix material and multiple types of ellipsoidal particles. Illustration of such composite is presented in Fig. 1. Additionally, parallel implementation of the numerical solver is done for high computational performance, allowing material designer to conduct simulation on a single computer without requiring exceptional computational power. Precise consideration of the particles geometry in 3D allows for a more accurate estimation than the analytical bounds mentioned previously. Also, consideration of dynamic Maxwell’s equations provides enough flexibility to further envision effect of external dynamic phenomena. For instance temperature rise could be significant in the applications of interest due to Joule's effect, and it has been shown to have considerable effect on the EM properties of certain thermo-sensible materials [17,18,19]. This could be taken into account by solving energy conservation equation simultaneously with Maxwell's equations, using for instance a staggered scheme for coupled physics as in [20]. Thus, this method is intended to set a basis for the multiphysics design of particulate composite intended for EM applications. A possibility that is not offered by the analytical bounds.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the proposed numerical method to compute the effective EM properties of particulate composites is presented. Application to model problems is realized in Section 3 to validate the method using analytical particulate composite size and the particle size in our problem, this would result in an enormous amount of unknowns to solve for. For instance, for a cubic composite of side 1mm filled with particles of diameter $1\mu m$, a mesh of $0.1\mu m$ would be adequate, resulting in $10^8$ nodes in each direction and a total number of $10^{12}$ nodes. This would obviously be too heavy for efficient computation — a reasonable amount for computation over a single computer is $10^6$ nodes in total. To overcome this problem, commonly encountered while computing effective properties numerically, the notion of a representative volume element (RVE) has been introduced [21,22]. We declare $L$ as the characteristic length of the actual composite, $l$ as the characteristic length of the RVE, and $d$ as the characteristic length of the particles. A schematic of the different scales involved is shown in Fig. 2.

Basically a RVE is a cubic piece, “taken” from the actual composite material, that is small enough ($l \ll L$) so that efficient computation could be carried out and estimated properties could be considered as material point properties, but big enough to properly represent the microstructure ($l \gg d$). Additionally, the volume fraction of all constituents must be similar to the actual composite for adequate representation. Also, the particles must be randomly distributed and oriented in order to simulate randomness and isotropy of the actual composite. In this work, the simple RVE generation algorithm known as Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA) [23], is employed. Based on the specified RVE size $l$, the number of particle $N_q$ required to satisfy the desired volume fraction $v_d$ is computed for each type of particles $q$. Then, all particles are added to the RVE cube one by one by generating random position ($x_q^{i}, y_q^{i}, z_q^{i}$) for the center of gravity and random orientation ($\alpha_q^{i}, \beta_q^{i}, \gamma_q^{i}$) for the principle axis of the $i$th particle of $q$ type. For each new particle, a check is performed to determine if overlapping occurs with any of the previously added particles using the method from [24], that basically consist of verifying if two ellipsoids share any common volume. If overlapping occurs, the position and orientation are rejected, and the process is repeated. The complete process is described in Algorithm 1, and the parameters used are illustrated in Fig. 3. We notice that this simple RVE generating algorithm limit the total volume fraction of particles to about 0.2 that is sufficient for most common composites. To incorporate studies of composites with higher particle volume fraction, advanced RVE generator algorithm could be used, as the ones described in [25]. In such algorithm, the particles are not placed randomly in the entire RVE volume but rather into restricted volume, or cell, in order to use

2. Numerical method

2.1. Representative volume element

Solving Maxwell's equations using any numerical technique would require meshing of the composite of interest. To capture the particles into the numerical scheme, and take the microstructure of the composite properly into account, a fine enough mesh would be required. Usually, a mesh size of a tenth of the characteristic length of a particle is prescribed — this is verified during application to model problems in the next section. Due to the scale difference between the overall composite size and the particle size in our problem, this would result in an enormous amount of unknowns to solve for. For instance, for a cubic composite of side 1mm filled with particles of diameter $1\mu m$, a mesh of $0.1\mu m$ would be adequate, resulting in $10^8$ nodes in each direction and a total number of $10^{12}$ nodes. This would obviously be too heavy for efficient computations — a reasonable amount for computation over a single computer is $10^6$ nodes in total. To overcome this problem, commonly encountered while computing effective properties numerically, the notion of a representative volume element (RVE) has been introduced [21,22]. We declare $L$ as the characteristic length of the actual composite, $l$ as the characteristic length of the RVE, and $d$ as the characteristic length of the particles. A schematic of the different scales involved is shown in Fig. 2.

Basically a RVE is a cubic piece, “taken” from the actual composite material, that is small enough ($l \ll L$) so that efficient computation could be carried out and estimated properties could be considered as material point properties, but big enough to properly represent the microstructure ($l \gg d$). Additionally, the volume fraction of all constituents must be similar to the actual composite for adequate representation. Also, the particles must be randomly distributed and oriented in order to simulate randomness and isotropy of the actual composite. In this work, the simple RVE generation algorithm known as Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA) [23], is employed. Based on the specified RVE size $l$, the number of particle $N_q$ required to satisfy the desired volume fraction $v_d$ is computed for each type of particles $q$. Then, all particles are added to the RVE cube one by one by generating random position ($x_q^{i}, y_q^{i}, z_q^{i}$) for the center of gravity and random orientation ($\alpha_q^{i}, \beta_q^{i}, \gamma_q^{i}$) for the principle axis of the $i$th particle of $q$ type. For each new particle, a check is performed to determine if overlapping occurs with any of the previously added particles using the method from [24], that basically consist of verifying if two ellipsoids share any common volume. If overlapping occurs, the position and orientation are rejected, and the process is repeated. The complete process is described in Algorithm 1, and the parameters used are illustrated in Fig. 3. We notice that this simple RVE generating algorithm limit the total volume fraction of particles to about 0.2 that is sufficient for most common composites. To incorporate studies of composites with higher particle volume fraction, advanced RVE generator algorithm could be used, as the ones described in [25]. In such algorithm, the particles are not placed randomly in the entire RVE volume but rather into restricted volume, or cell, in order to use
available volume optimally and incorporate larger amount of non-overlapping particles. The conditions mentioned previously provide only vague indications on the size of the RVE, without giving quantitative dimensions. The usual technique is to start with an arbitrary initial size $l$ that satisfies previously mentioned qualitative requirements, estimate effective properties over it, then increase the size by a controlled value $\Delta l$ and repeat until variation of results is less than a specified tolerance $\tau$. For each RVE size $l$ during the size estimation process, computation of effective properties over several RVEs is necessary to obtain statistically significant results. The average effective properties over all RVEs are then considered for size convergence analysis. No actual condition is prescribed on the number $M$ of RVEs. The greater it is, the better randomness of the particle repartition in the actual composite would be taken into account. However, it has to be limited based on available computational power to ensure efficiency of the method. Evaluation over each RVE is an independent process that is parallelized in the proposed method for improved performance. Computation over up to $M_l$ number of RVEs is conducted simultaneously, where $M_l$ would be set based on the number of cores and processors available.

Algorithm 1. RVE generator.

1. **Input**: $l$, $\Omega_p$, $\{\Omega_i\}_{i=1}^q$, and $N_{fi}$ for each particle of type $i$
2. **Output**: $(x_{i1}, x_{i2}, x_{i3})$ and $(\alpha x_{i1}, \alpha x_{i2}, \alpha x_{i3})$ for each particle
3. while $q \leq Q$ do
4. \hspace{2em} $l_m = \max (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, x_{i3}); \Omega_f^q = \{N_{fi}^{q'} \}; \tau = 0$;
5. \hspace{2em} while $r \leq N_{fi}^q$ do
6. \hspace{3em} $(x_{fi}^{q'}) = l_m + (l_m - l_m) \times \text{rand}, 0 \leq \text{rand} \leq 1, s = 1, 3$
7. \hspace{3em} $(\alpha x_{fi}^{q'}) = 2\tau \times \text{rand}, 0 \leq \text{rand} \leq 1, s = 1, 3$
8. \hspace{3em} check overlapping with previous particles using method from [24];
9. \hspace{3em} if overlap == false then
10. \hspace{4em} save particle coordinates and orientation;
11. \hspace{4em} $r = r + 1$;
12. \hspace{2em} end
13. \hspace{2em} end
14. $q = q + 1$;

2.2. Maxwell’s equations

Let $\Omega$ be the total volume of the RVE that is considered, $\Omega_m$ the volume of the matrix material, and $\Omega_p$ the total volume of all of the particles in the RVE such that $\Omega = \Omega_m U \Omega_p$ (if there are $Q$ types of particles, $\Omega_p = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} N_{fi}^q \Omega_f^q$). Also, let’s designate by $\Gamma$ any particle/matrix interface. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. To compute the electromagnetic response of a RVE, the following system of local Maxwell’s equations for linear isotropic materials [15,26,27] is to be solved over it to get the $E$ and $H$ fields in $\Omega_m (u = \text{morph})$:

\[
\frac{\partial (\varepsilon E)}{\partial t} + \sigma_a E = \nabla \times H
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial (\mu H)}{\partial t} = -\nabla \times E
\]

on $\Gamma$:

\[
\mathbf{n} \times (E_m - E_p) = 0
\]

\[
\mathbf{n} \times (H_m - H_p) = 0
\]

\[
\left( (\varepsilon E)_m - (\varepsilon E)_p \right) \cdot \mathbf{n} = 0
\]

\[
\left( (\mu H)_m - (\mu H)_p \right) \cdot \mathbf{n} = 0
\]

where $\sigma$ designates the electric conductivity (in S/m, it would be close to 0S/m for the applications of interest as we are focusing on dielectric materials but it is left here in the formulation for generalization), and the unit normal $\mathbf{n}$ at $\Gamma_m$ is oriented from $\Omega_p$ to $\Omega_m$ (particle to matrix). Then, $\mathbf{D}$ and $\mathbf{B}$ fields are obtained using the constitutive laws for linear isotropic materials [28]

\[
\mathbf{D} = \varepsilon_0 \mathbf{E}
\]

\[
\mathbf{B} = \mu_0 \mathbf{H}
\]

where $u = p$ if we are located inside a particle, or $u = m$ otherwise.

2.3. Yee’s scheme

Yee’s scheme [16] is implemented to solve the system of Eqs. (5) to (10) numerically. A meticulous explanation of this method and general computational electrodynamics discussions are available in [29,30]. This finite difference scheme uses a particular discretization where alternation in space and time occurs between the components of $\mathbf{E}$ and $\mathbf{H}$ in order to provide second order accuracy for both temporal and spatial computations. Additionally, it is fully explicit providing thus an efficient computational performance. The spatial discretization in 3D is made using the so-called Yee cell that is presented in Fig. 5. We call $\Delta x_1$, $\Delta x_2$, and $\Delta x_3$ the spatial discretization step size in direction $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$, respectively. Let $\Delta t$ be the temporal discretization size. We introduce for any function $f(x,y,z,t)$ the notation $f^i_j_k_l = f(i\Delta x_1,j\Delta x_2,k\Delta x_3,n\Delta t)$. The following centered difference discretization of Eqs. (5) and (6) are
used in Yee’s scheme

\[ H_{i,j,k}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} = H_{i,j,k}^{n-\frac{1}{2}} + \frac{\Delta t}{\mu_{j,k}} \left( \frac{E_{i,j,k+1}^{n} - E_{i,j,k-1}^{n}}{\Delta x} \right) \]

(13)

**Fig. 5.** Schematic of a Yee cell.

**Fig. 6.** Overall flowchart of the proposed numerical method to estimate the effective EM properties for a composite made with non-overlapping ellipsoidal particles.
Because Yee cell, a cubic grid, cannot exactly exhibit ellipsoidal particle shape, errors known as staircase errors [31] will be introduced at particle/matrix interface. To deal with this problem, we follow [9] and assume that there is no hard jump in properties in the actual composite but rather a smooth variation due to built up material at the interface that is a mix of matrix and particle material. This is taken into account numerically by using Laplacian property smoothing [9] at the interface, where any property \( P \) is replaced by a smooth spatial representation \( \tilde{P} \) as

\[
p_{ijk}^\tilde{P} = \frac{1}{6} \left( P_{i+1,j+1,k} + P_{i-1,j+1,k} + P_{i,j,k+1} + P_{i,j,k-1} + P_{i+1,j,k} + P_{i-1,j,k} \right) \quad (19)
\]

This omits the presence of hard jump in material properties at interface, and remove the requirement to take into account for interface conditions. It is also important to mention that Yee’s scheme converges to the actual solution only when the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition is met, which restricts the time step such that \( \Delta t \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{3} \Delta x} \). Finally, Yee’s scheme requires the specification of boundary conditions for three of the six total components of \( \mathbf{E} \) and \( \mathbf{H} \) combined. In the present problem, the boundary conditions must satisfy certain criteria in order for the results computed over a RVE to be valid on the actual macroscale composite. This is derived by imposing energy conservation between the two scales as explained originally in [32] for mechanics, which is also extended to electromagnetism in [20]. It is shown that Dirichlet boundary conditions growing linearly in time satisfy this condition and are used here. We impose boundary conditions on the components of \( \mathbf{E} \) by locating them on the outer side of the Yee cells on RVE boundary. Boundary values are increased up to a constant value at a slow linear rate in order to avoid the introduction of oscillating fields. Note that the magnitude of the boundary conditions should not influence the final estimation of the effective properties that are supposed to be constants of the composite. The fields are averaged numerically by summing over all nodes and dividing by the total number of nodes. Time stepping over a RVE is stopped once the variation of computed effective properties over two successive time step fall below a specified tolerance \( \text{tol}_{\text{EM}} \).

2.4. Overall description

An overall flowchart of the method is given in Fig. 6.

**Algorithm 2.** Computing effective EM properties over a RVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RVE, ( \Delta t, \Delta x ), properties ( (\varepsilon_\text{m}, \mu_\text{m}, \sigma_\text{m}) ) for matrix material, properties ( (\varepsilon_q, \mu_q, \sigma_q) ) for each particle of type ( q )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon^\text{eff}, \mu^\text{eff} ) for the given RVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Divide RVE cubic into Yee cells;</td>
<td>2. Associate properties ( (\varepsilon_\text{m}, \mu_\text{m}, \sigma_\text{m}) ) to grid nodes in phase ( u );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Do Laplacian smoothing of properties over the mesh;</td>
<td>4. Set initial and boundary conditions for ( \mathbf{E} ) and ( \mathbf{H} );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. While max ( \left( \frac{\varepsilon^\text{eff} - \varepsilon_\text{m}}{\varepsilon_\text{m}} \right), \frac{\mu^\text{eff} - \mu_\text{m}}{\mu_\text{m}} \geq \text{tol}_{\text{EM}} ) do</td>
<td>6. ( n = n + 1 );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Update fields ( \mathbf{H} ) and ( \mathbf{E} ) at each node ( (i,j,k) ) using equations 13 to 18 ;</td>
<td>7. Update ( \Delta t );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Compute fields ( \mathbf{D} ) and ( \mathbf{B} ) using equations 11 and 12 ;</td>
<td>9. Compute ( \varepsilon^\text{eff} ) and ( \mu^\text{eff} ) from equations 3 and 4 respectively;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Applications and discussion

3.1. Validation with analytical bounds

The proposed numerical method has been implemented in Fortran language. It is first applied to problems where two-phase composites are considered. The numerical results are validated by verifying that they fall between the corresponding Hashin–Shtrikman bounds [11] — the tightest known bounds for effective electromagnetic properties of linear isotropic two-phase composites — that are expressed as

\[
P_1 + \frac{1}{P_2 - P_1} \leq P \leq P_2 - \frac{1}{P_2 - P_1} \quad (20)
\]

where \( P = \varepsilon \) or \( \mu \) and for each property the subscript 2 refers to the material with the highest property value (in our examples it is the particles’ property). We consider two types of microstructure, with one being the particular case of spherical particles. A sample RVE for each one is shown in Fig. 7. A list of all the parameters used is given in Table 1. Material properties are intentionally set close to obtain very narrow range for the bounds and validate the method properly (in an actual design, the composite would probably be made with polymer matrix with \( \varepsilon_\text{m} \) and \( \mu_\text{m} \) close to 1, and dielectric or magnetic particles with \( \varepsilon_\text{p} \) and \( \mu_\text{p} \) around 1000). Mesh refinement tests have been conducted beforehand to estimate the required mesh size to ensure convergence of the numerically computed \( \mathbf{E} \) and \( \mathbf{H} \) fields in Yee’s scheme. It was found that convergence occurs for mesh size of around \( \min(\varepsilon_\text{p}, \mu_\text{p}) \). This value is thus used here. Evolution of relative effective electromagnetic properties for various volume fractions of particles \( \varepsilon_\text{p} \) is presented in Fig. 8. We observe that numerical results successfully lie within the bounds defined by Hashin and Shtrikman.

To illustrate the validity of the method for composites made with several types of particles, it is also applied to a three-phase composite containing simultaneously the two types of particles used in the previous examples. A sample RVE is shown in Fig. 9. The best known bounds

| Table 1 Simulation parameters for two-phase examples. |
| Parameters | Values |
| Relative electric permittivity \((\varepsilon_\text{m}, \varepsilon_\text{p})\) | \((1,10)\) |
| Relative magnetic permeability | \((1.5)\) |
| \((\mu_\text{m}, \mu_\text{p})\) | \((0,0)\) |
| Electric conductivity \((\sigma_\text{m}, \sigma_\text{p})\) | \((0.8 \mu, 0.9 \mu, \rho_\text{p})\) |
| Spherical particles radius \( r_\text{p} \) | 1 \( \mu \) |
| Ellipsoidal particles semi axis \( a_\text{p}, b_\text{p}, c_\text{p} \) | \((0.8 r_\text{p}, 0.9 r_\text{p}, r_\text{p})\) |
| Initial RVE size \( l \) | 10 \( r_\text{p} \) |
| Size increment \( \Delta l \) | 0.1 \( r_\text{p} \) |
| Number of RVE \( M \) | 32 |
| Simultaneous computation \( M_\text{t} \) | 8 |
| Tolerance on size variation \( \text{tol}_l \) | 3\% |
| Tolerance on properties variation \( \text{tol}_{\text{EM}} \) | 3\% |
| Time step | \( \Delta t = \Delta t_{\text{CFL}} \) |
| Electric field \( \mathbf{E} \) initial condition | \((0,0,0)\) |
| Electric field \( \mathbf{E} \) boundary conditions | linearly growing up to \((1000,1000,1000)\) |
| Magnetic field \( \mathbf{H} \) initial condition | 0 \( \mu \) at \( \tau = 0 \) |
for these types of microstructure are Wiener bounds [10], expressed as

\[
\left( \frac{v_m}{P_m} + \frac{v_s}{P_s} + \frac{v_p}{P_p} \right)^{-1} \leq P_s \leq \frac{v_m}{P_m} + \frac{v_s}{P_s} + \frac{v_p}{P_p}
\]  

(21)

where \( P = \varepsilon \) or \( \mu \) and superscripts \( s \) and \( e \) indicates properties of spherical and ellipsoidal particles, respectively. Material properties used are listed in Table 2, and all other parameters are chosen similar to the one listed in Table 1. The volume fraction of ellipsoidal particles is fixed to \( v_p = 0.05 \). We show the evolution of relative effective electromagnetic properties for various volume fractions \( v_p \) of spherical particles in Fig. 10. The results again pass the analytical bounds test successfully.

3.2. Validation with experimental data

Finally, numerical results are compared to experimental data from [33] where the effective electric permittivity of a composite made by doping polyethylene (PE) with Barium Titanium (BaTiO3) spherical particles is measured. The permittivity of matrix and particles as well as particles size are listed in [33]. The properties values not given in [33] were taken from various other sources. This is presented in Table 3. All other numerical parameters are chosen similar to the one listed in Table 1. Comparison between experimental and numerical results is shown in Fig. 11. We can observe that better estimation than analytical bounds is provided by the proposed method. However, differences with experimental data are noticeable, especially with increasing volume fraction. This could be due to several factors. Approximation of interface by smooth variation of properties rather than hard jump could reduce accuracy. The higher the volume fraction of particles, the higher is the number of interface, resulting in a higher overall error in effective properties estimation. This could be remedied by using alternate scheme for Maxwell’s equations, able to capture more accurately particle geometry, such as the one described in [34] and [35]. Due to the complexity of these methods, we would however loose the simplicity and efficiency that motivated the choice of Yee’s scheme. Moreover, it has been shown that interfacial layers that appear around particles for certain materials play an important role in macroscopic physical properties [36]. This is not taken into account in the numerical method and could lead to increasing error as particle volume fraction increases. Finally, external phenomena, such as temperature rise or material deformation, could play a significant role. However, they are not currently taken into account in the numerical modeling.

3.3. Benefits of parallelization

All the results shown previously were obtained on a single laptop with 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor containing a total of 8 cores. All cores were used for best performance during computation of effective properties in the previous examples. To assess improvement provided by parallelization, we provide in Table 4 the central processing unit’s (CPU) processing time required to compute effective properties using one core (no parallelization) to all 8 cores over 32 different REVs of same size \( l_b \) for the two-phase spherical particle composite case studied previously. We see that the computation time is significantly decreased with increasing the number of cores, justifying the parallel implementation.

4. Conclusions

Driven by the requirement to design particulate composites for electromagnetic applications, a numerical method to estimate the effective electromagnetic properties has been presented in this study. The overall method is designed to work with linear isotropic composites made with linear isotropic non-overlapping ellipsoidal particles. Multi-phase composites with several types of particles, varying in geometry and material nature, can be taken into account. Parallelization of a portion of the numerical solver has also been achieved decreasing the computational time significantly. The overall numerical implementation is realized such that the computation could be conducted on a single computer. The method has been tested on several composite microstructures, and the numerical results showed great agreement with the corresponding analytical bounds, ensuring validity of the method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material properties used for three-phase composite simulation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative electric permittivity ((\varepsilon_m,\varepsilon_s,\varepsilon_p))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative magnetic permeability ((\mu_m,\mu_s,\mu_p))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric conductivity ((\sigma_m,\sigma_s,\sigma_p))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
considered by incorporating adequate RVE generating and non-overlapping realizations. For instance, particle shape other than ellipsoidal could be considered. Extension of the method to larger type of composite could be envisioned by considering properties to be represented as tensor quantities instead of scalars. Each effective property would then have nine unknowns that could be estimated using nine independent numerical tests similar to the one described in this work. Finally, combination of this method with an optimization technique, to determine optimal parameters for a composite to achieve desired effective EM properties, would provide a complete design tool. This is all currently under consideration by the authors.

Comparison with experimental data from literature showed more accurate results with the proposed method compared to the same analytical bounds.

This method is setting a basis upon which modifications could be realized to successively improve accuracy, expand to larger type of composites, and consider effect of external physical phenomena, in order to build the ideal design tool. An alternate scheme for Maxwell’s equations, able to capture more accurately particle geometry can be implemented to potentially improve the accuracy of the results, especially at higher volume fraction. Factors such as temperature variation or interfacial layer at particles surface have been shown to influence the effective properties significantly, and taking them into account would further improve accuracy of the numerical estimations. Because dynamic Maxwell’s equations have been considered here, these dynamic phenomena could be taken into account simply by adding relevant governing equations along with adequate numerical method to solve them. Extension of the method to larger type of composite could be realized. For instance, particle shape other than ellipsoidal could be considered by incorporating adequate RVE generating and non-overlapping check methods. Moreover, adaption to anisotropic materials could be envisioned by considering properties to be represented as tensor quantities instead of scalars. Each effective property would then have nine unknowns that could be estimated using nine independent numerical tests similar to the one described in this work. Finally, combination of this method with an optimization technique, to determine optimal parameters for a composite to achieve desired effective EM properties, would provide a complete design tool. This is all currently under consideration by the authors.
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**Fig. 10.** Evolution of numerically estimated \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \mu_r \) for different volume fractions of spherical particles \( v_p \), along with analytical Wiener bounds.

**Fig. 11.** Evolution of the numerically estimated effective electric permittivity \( \varepsilon_r^e \) along with analytical bounds and experimental results from [33].

**Table 3** Parameters used for validation with experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative electric permittivity ( \varepsilon_r ) &amp; ( \varepsilon_r ) [33]</td>
<td>(1.72,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative magnetic permeability ( \mu_r ) &amp; ( \mu_r ) [37]</td>
<td>(1.2,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle radius ( r_p ) [33]</td>
<td>( \approx 50 \mu m )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4** CPU time required to compute effective electromagnetic properties over 32 different RVEs of same size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cores</th>
<th>CPU time (s)</th>
<th>Time reduction compared to non-parallelized computation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5438</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2801</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1685</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


